Standard Clamp Carriers

Standard or Heavy Duty?
Quick Machinery offers two complete lines of Clamp Carriers: Standard and Heavy Duty.

Our Standard machines (featured here) are designed for the mainstream cabinet, furniture or millwork shop. They are strong and durable, and easily handle material up to 3” thick. Our Heavy-Duty machines (featured elsewhere) are designed for applications that require extra-heavy-duty frame and clamp strength, for example, when clamping material up to 16’ long and/or up to 8” thick.

Feature-Rich Clamping
Our Standard Clamp Carriers feature zinc plated, full box-frame clamps with 3/4” diameter full-length screws, 3,000 rpm clamp tighteners, pneumatic panel flatteners, electric motor drives with fully Automatic Rotation Cycles, automatic front rest in and out, and expandability from 6 to 14 to 20 sections.

Low Cost
Our Standard Clamp Carriers have the lowest prices in the industry. By a good margin, they offer the best “bang for the buck” in the Clamp Carrier world.

(Please see more details on the reverse side of this sheet.)
Expandable Frames
Our Standard Clamp Carrier frames accommodate stock up to 8.5' long, and are easily expandable from 6 to 14 to 20 sections with bolt-on expansion kits.

High-Quality Clamps
Our Standard Clamp Carriers feature industrial-duty, corrosion-resistant, zinc-plated steel clamps with full box frame construction and 3/4" diameter full-length screws. The clamp jaws are 2-1/2" high, and angled inward one degree to keep stock held down securely in the clamps. Rocker Plates for face gluing are available. Standard clamp opening is 38"; other lengths are also available.

Super FAST Clamp Tightener
Our 3,500 rpm Pneumatic Clamp Tightener is extraordinarily fast; it’s five to ten times faster than clamp tighteners from competing manufacturers. We use a two-hand, trigger-activated air wrench that is much more confidence-inspiring than the ergonomically awkward swing-style clamp tighteners. Our super-fast Clamp Tightener and full-length clamp screws eliminate the need for manual rear jaw adjustment. All adjustment is made quickly and easily by the Clamp Tightener itself.

Pneumatic Panel Flattener
Each of our Standard Clamp Carriers includes an easy-to-use Pneumatic Panel Flattener.

Electric Motor Drive with Automatic Rotation Cycle
Our Standard Clamp Carriers feature quiet and efficient Electric Motor Drives for Carrier Rotation. And all of our Standard Clamp Carriers, even our smallest 6-section machine, include our exclusive Automatic Rotation Cycle, a feature previously unheard of on Clamp Carriers in this price range. With the press of one button, the entire rotation sequence (reverse rotate, front rest out, forward rotate, front rest in, lay clamps perfectly on front rest every time) happens automatically. This is a huge improvement over competing machines, which typically don’t even have air cylinders controlling the front rest, nor any electrical systems at all, let alone fully automatic rotation systems.

High Productivity, Low Cost
The QUICK Standard 6-section Clamp Carrier will typically produce 144 high quality edge-glued panels per shift (3 panels per section x 6 sections x 8 hours). The 14-section machine will produce 300 panels per shift; the 20-section machine, 500 panels per shift.

All this plus the lowest prices in the industry! Your best choice!

For additional information, including high-resolution photographs and Quicktime movies of our machines in operation, please visit our web site, or request a copy of our QUICK CD-ROM.